
Charting a New Path in Patient Centric Software

Phoenix Go PT is an all-in-one software solution designed 
to enhance the effectiveness and efficiency of your 
practice, making your patient interactions more seamless. 
Our goal is to simplify your work processes and elevate 
patient satisfaction.
 
With comprehensive patient charting, customizable 
workflows, and billing features, Phoenix Go PT offers 
everything you need without unnecessary distractions. It 
is presented in a mobile-friendly package, providing you 
with the tools to save time and streamline your operations.
 
Whether you’re a standalone PT group or part of an 
Orthopedic Practice using Phoenix Ortho EHR for 
Therapy, Phoenix Go PT is a complete software suite   
that can be tailored to your specific needs.
 

What Is Phoenix Go PT?

Complete Software Suite for Rehab Therapy 

Document FAST... What you need. When you need it.

Save Time. 
With everything a therapist needs in 
one place and nothing that you don’t, 
on a customizable interface, you can 
save time on each patient interaction.

Document Everything. 
Phoenix Go PT brings to the table  
ALL of the tools your therapists  
need to completely document a     
patient encounter.

Access Images. 
Quickly access your medical images, 
such as x-rays, during patient 
consultations and while working with 
patients with a convenient iPad app  
or browser-based access solution.

Treat Patients Simultaneously 
Set up several patients at the same time.  
Move from one patient with moist heat to 
another receiving Joint Mobility therapy 
and document everything easily toggling 
between patient tabs.  
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Fewer Clicks or Taps means a great user experience.  Phoenix Go PT enhances every touchpoint of your 
workflow to make things flow better. 

Custom Tailored to YOUR needs.  Collaborate with a dedicated customer success team to identify 
the best solutions for your team, as well as each provider, and determine where to improve current processes.

Keep Your Staff and Therapists Happy.  Support your therapists with unlimited lifetime customer 
support and comprehensive training. Lean on our experts for therapy consulting services to alleviate staff frustrations.

Accelerate Your Revenue Cycle by overcoming any operational bottlenecks that hinder your revenue 
cycle stages with the right set of tools. Phoenix Go PT all-inclusive software includes:
 

Effortlessly Manage Day Sheets, Billable Modalities, Submit Charges, 
Manage Multiple Diagnoses, and Generate Your Therapy Notes in less 
than 2 minutes.  That’s quicker than some patients can do 10 to 20 
chin tucks! 

Contact Phoenix Ortho to schedule a demo now and let us show 
you all of the time-saving benefits waiting for you with Phoenix Go PT.

Where Motion Meets Management

• Streamlining patient check-ins with 
intuitive patient engagement 
 

• Simplifying fax management with our 
AI-based solution that analyzes, organizes 
and automatically routes faxes 

• Equipping your staff to enhance patient 
outcomes using our web-based iPad 
enhanced app, including capabilities to  
monitor home exercise programs

• Capture accurate billing codes to make 
collecting payment faster and easier 

• Gaining total visibility of your clinic’s 
financial health with a robust offering of 
revenue cycle management solutions

Go Anywhere Software that gives you maximum mobility in your patient documentation as you give 
your patient’s maximum mobility.

Quick. Easy. Interactive.  Phoenix Go PT is built around a single interactive and customizable screen—
which gives you everything you need for a patient encounter at the touch of a finger.

Available Now!

If the animation above is not working in your PDF viewer, 
please go to phoenixortho.net/phoenixgopt for the Phoenix 
Go PT Walkthough and much more about Phoenix Go PT. 


